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Abstract 
Let T be an n-partite tournament and let k,(T) denote the number of r-kings of T. Gutin 
(1986) and Petrovic and Thomassen (1991) proved independently that if T contains at most one 
transmitter, then k4(T) >i 1, and found infinitely many bipartite tournaments T with at most 
one transmitter such that k 3 (T )  = 0. In this paper, we (i) obtain some sufficient conditions for 
Tto have k3(T )/> 1, (ii) show that if Tcontains no transmitter, then k4(T ) >/4 when n = 2, and 
k4(T ) >/3 when n >/3, and (iii) characterize all Twith no transmitter such that the equalities in 
(ii) hold. 
1. Introduction 
For a digraph D, let V(D) denote its vertex set. A vertex w in D is called an r-kino, 
where r is a positive integer, if the distance from w to v does not exceed r, i.e., 
d(w, v) ~< r, for each v in V(D). An n-partite tournament, where n >~ 2 is an integer, is 
an orientation of a complete n-partite graph K (Pl,P2 ..... p,), where p~ denotes the 
number of vertices in the ith partite set, i=  1,2 .. . . .  n. A tournament is an n-partite 
tournament in which Px = P2 . . . . .  p, = 1; namely, an orientation of a complete 
graph. A 2-partite tournament is also called a bipartite tournament. An n-partite 
tournament, where n >/2, is also called a multipartite tournament. For a positive 
integer r, let K,(T) be the set of r-kings of a multipartite tournament T and 
k,(T) = IKr(T)I. 
Let s(v) and s-  (v) denote, respectively, the outdegree and indegree of the vertex v in 
a digraph. We also call s(v) the score of v. Landau [4] observed that in a tournament 
T, any vertex of maximum score is a 2-king. Thus k2 (T) >/1. In answering a question 
asked by Silverman [10], Moon [6] confirmed that k2(T) :/: 2. Thus, if k2(T) > 1, 
then k2(T) >t 3. 
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A vertex v in a digraph is called a transmitter if s - (v )= 0. A trivial necessary 
condition for the existence of an r-king for some r in a digraph D is that 
(,) D contains at most one transmitter. 
Let T be an n-partite tournament satisfying (,). The first set of results about the 
existence of r-kings of T was obtained by Gutin [3]. His results are: (1) k4(T) >~ 1; 
(2) k3 (T) >/1 if each partite set of Tcontains at most three vertices; and (3) there exist 
infinitely many multipartite tournaments Tsuch that k 3 (T) = 0. A stronger version of 
result (1) (see Lemma 2) was obtained independently b  Petrovic and Thomassen in 
[8]. Two related problems are in order: 
(1) Find more conditions on T to ensure that ka(T) ~> 1. 
(2) If T contains exactly one transmitter v,then K4(T)  = {v}. What is the smallest 
possible value of k4(T) if T contains no transmitter? 
In this paper, after introducing some terminology and establishing a number of 
basic lemmas in Section 2, we shall prove some results related to problem (1) in 
Section 3. Let Tbe an n-partite tournament with no transmitter. In Section 4, we solve 
problem (2) by showing that 
{43 if n=2,  
k4(T)/> if n >/3 
and characterizing allmultipartite tournaments T such that the above equalities hold. 
Note: We have been informed by one of the referees that Petrovic had proved in [7] 
that if T is a 2-partite tournament containing no transmitter, then each partite set of 
T contains at least two 4-kings. 
2. Notation and lemmas 
In this section, we shall state or prove some basic results on multipartite tourna- 
ments which will be used to prove our main results in Sections 3 and 4. First of all, we 
shall introduce some notation. 
Throughout this paper, the n partite sets of an n-partite tournament T are denoted 
by I1"1, I/2 .... , ~.  For i = 1, 2,.. . ,  n, let 
M i = {rE V/Is(v ) >/s(x) for each xe  1I//}. 
The subdigraph induced by A ~_ V(T) in T is denotedby (A). For vertices u,v 
in T, we write 'u ~ v' if u is adjacent o v (i.e., u dominates v) and 'u 7~ v' if u is not 
adjacent to v. Also, let O(u) = {x ~ V(T)Iu --, x} and l(u) = {x e V(T) Ix  ~ u}. Thus 
[ O (u) [ = s (u) and [ I (u) l = s- (u). For any vertex v and A ~ V(T) \ {v}, we write 'v ~ A' 
(respectively, 'A ~ v') to signify that v ~ x (respectively, x ~ v) for each x e A. 
Lemma 1 (Goddard et al. [2]). Let T be a bipartite tournament with no transmitter. I f  
v e Mi for some i = 1, 2, then v ~ K4 (T). 
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Let T be a multipartite tournament with at most one transmitter. Petrovic and 
Thomassen [8] proved the following result, implying that k4(T) >1 1. 
Lemma 2. Let T be an n-partite tournament with at most one transmitter, where n ~ 2. 
Let xi • M i, i = 1, 2 ..... n, and H = ( {x l, x2 .. . . .  xn } }. Then K2 (H) ~_ K4 (T) and so 
k4(T) >>. kE(H)/> 1. 
Lemma 3 (Goddard et al. [2]). Let u and v be vertices in she same partite set of an 
n-partite tournament, where n >>. 2. I f  s(u) >>. s(v), then either d(u, v) = 2 or O(u) = O(v). 
A k-cycle in a digraph D is a directed cycle of order k. Any directed path in D is 
simply called a path. 
The following two lemmas can be proved easily using Lemma 3. 
Lemma 4. Let u and v be vertices in the same partite set of an n-partite tournament T, 
where n >t 3. I f  s(u) >1 s(v) and u lies in a 3-cycle in T, then d(u, v) <<. 3. 
Lemma 5. Let u and v be vertices in different partite sets l~i and I/j, i ¢ j, of  an n-partite 
tournament T, respectively, where n >~ 2. Let w • Vj\ {v}. I f  u ~ v and s(v) >>. s(w), then 
d(u, w) <<. 3. 
Corollary 1. Let T be an n-partite tournament, where n >~ 3, and let u ~ Mi for some 
i=  l ,2 , . . . ,n .  I f  
(i) u lies in a 3-cycle in T and 
(ii) u dominates ome v i in Mj for each j = 1, 2,. . . ,  n, j v~ i, 
then u • K3(T). 
Proof. For each v ~ ~,  d(u, v) ~< 3 by Lemma 4. For each v • ~,  j ~ i, d(u, v) ~< 3 by 
Lemma 5. [] 
Corollary 2. Let T be an n-partite tournament, where n >~ 2. I f  u is a vertex in Mi, for 
some i = 1, 2 .. . . .  n, such that 
(i) O(u) ~ O(v) for each v • Mi \{u} and 
(ii) u dominates ome vj in Mj for each j = 1, 2 ..... n, j :~ i, 
then u • Ka(T). 
Proof. For each v • ~, d(u, v) = 2 by Lemma 3. For each v • ~,  j ~ i, d(u, v) ~< 3 by 
Lemma 5. [] 
Corollary 3. Let T be an n-partite tournament, where n >1 2. Let u e ~ and v e M j. I f  
d(u, v) <~ 2, then d(u, w) <<. 4 for each w • ~.  
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Proof. I fu --. v, then by Lemma 5, d(u, w) ~< 3 < 4 for each w e V i. Ifd(u, v) = 2, let uxv 
be a path of length 2 from u to v where x•  Vk for some k # i,j. By Lemma 5, 
d(x, w) ~< 3 for each w e V i. Hence d(u, w) <~ d(u, x) + d(x, w) ~< 4 for each w • V~. [] 
Corollary 4. Let T be an n-partite tournament, where n >1 2, and let u e V~ for some 
i=  1,2 . . . . .  n. I f  for each j = 1,2 . . . . .  n, there exists a vertex x je  Mj  such that 
d(u, xi) <~ 2, then u e K4(T). 
We now reveal a special property of 3-partite tournaments. 
Lemma 6. Let T be a 3-partite tournament and let xi e Mi, i = 1, 2, 3. I f  x l  x2x3Xl is 
a 3-cycle and xl ~ Ka(T), then there exists u e Va, u # x3, such that 
(i) d(x l ,u)  >>- 4, and 
(ii) u ~ I,'1. 
Proof. Part (i) follows from Lemmas 4 and 5. Note that u ~ {x~, x2 }. To prove part 
(ii), suppose there exists a vertex v e V1 such that v ~ u. If x2 -* v, then x~x2vu is 
a path of length 3 from x~ to u, contradicting (i). Thus v --* x2. Now as s(xl )  >i s(v), 
there must be a vertex w in 1/"2 u I/3 such that x~ ~ w and w ~ v. But then x~wvu is 
a path of length 3 from x~ to u, contradicting (i). [] 
3. Existence of 3-kings 
Two sufficient conditions for a multipartite tournament T with no transmitter to 
have k 3 (T) >/ 1 have been given in Corollaries 1 and 2 to Lemma 5. In this section, we 
shall establish some more such conditions. 
We begin with a simple characterization of a 3-king in bipartite tournaments. 
Theorem 1. Let T be a bipartite tournament with no transmitter. A vertex w in 
(i = 1,2) is a 3-kin# of T if and only if d(w,x) = 2 for each x e I~/\ {w}. 
Proof. Assume that weKa(T)  and we II1. If there exists ye  V l \{w} such that 
d(w, y) # 2, then we have d(w, y) ~> 4, a contradiction. 
Assume that w e V1 such that d(w, x) = 2 for each x e II1 \ {w}. We shall show that 
w e K3(T ). Let y e V 2. If w --* y, then d (w, y) = 1. If y ---, w, then since T contains no trans- 
mitter, there exists x e I,'1 such that x --* y. Thus d(w, y) <~ d(w, x) + d(x, y) = 3. [] 
We now confine ourselves to 3-partite tournaments. 
Theorem 2. Let T be a 3-partite tournament. I f  <M 1 L) M2 U Ma> contains a 3-cycle 
x I x2 x 3 x 1, where xj e M j, j = 1, 2, 3, then xi e K3 (T) for some i = 1, 2, 3. 
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Proof. Suppose xi ¢ K3(T) for each i=  1,2,3. Then by Lemma 6(i), T contains the 
digraph H of Fig. 1 as a subdigraph, where in T, d(xl,y3) >/4, d(x2,y~) >t 4 and 
d(xa,Y2) ~ 4. 
The score of Yi in H exceeds the score of xi in H, i = 1, 2, 3. Since s(xg) >~ s(yi), for 
each vertex x~, there must be a vertex w • F(T) \  F~ such that x~ ~ w and w ~ y~. We 
shall now consider the vertex x3. By Lemma 6(ii) (using xl ¢ Ka(T) and u = Y3), such 
a vertex w must be in I/"2. Note that 
(i) w ~ x~; otherwise, xlwy3 is a path of length 2 from x~ to Y3, and 
(ii) Yl ~ w; otherwise, XEX3Wyl is a path of length 3 from x2 to y~. 
Hence we observe that 
(a) a vertex in I/2 that contributes 1to the score of x 3 in T but does not contribute 
to the score of Y3 also contributes 1 to the score of Yt and does not contribute to the 
score of xl. 
By symmetry, we have 
(b) a vertex in Vx that contributes 1to the score of x2 in T but does not contribute 
to the score of Y2 also contributes 1 to the score of Y3 and does not contribute to the 
score of x3, and 
(c) a vertex in V3 that contributes 1to the score of xl in T but does not contribute 
to the score of yt also contributes I to the score of Y2 and does not contribute to the 
score of X 2. 
The above observations contradict he fact that x~ • Mi for each i=  1,2, 3. The 
proof is thus complete. [] 
Corollary 1. Let T be a 3-partite tournament. I f for each i = 1, 2, 3, there exists xi • Mi 
which lies in a 3-cycle in T, then {xl ,x2,x3} n Ka(T) ~ 0 and so k3(T)/> 1. 
Proof. If ({XI,X2,X3} ~ is a 3-cycle, then the result follows from Theorem 2. If 
({x l ,x2 ,x3})  is not a 3-cycle, then we may assume that x~{x2,xa} .  By 
Corollary 1 to Lemma 5, xl • Ka(T). [] 
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Corollary 2. Let T be a 3-partite tournament. I f I Mil = 1 for each i = 1,2, 3, then 
(MI u M2 u Ma) c3 Ka(T  ) -¢ O and so ka(T ) >~ 1. 
We now consider the case when n ~> 4. 
Theorem 3. Let T be an n-partite tournament, where n ~ 4. I f  for each i = 1, 2 .. . . .  n, 
there exists x, ~ Mi such that xpx~ x, Xpforms a a-cycle for some { p, q, r} c {I, 2 . . . . .  n} 
and {Xp, Xq, X~} ~ xj for each je  {1,2, ...,n} \{p,q,r}, then {xp, xq, x~} c~ Ka(T) ~ 0 
and so ka(T) >/1. 
Proof. We may assume that p = 1, q = 2 and r = 3. Suppose xi ¢ K3 (T) for each 
i = 1, 2, 3. By Lemmas 4 and 5, T contains the digraph H of Fig. 1 as a subdigraph, 
where in T, d(xl,y3) >1 4, d(x2,Yt) ~> 4 and d(xa,Y2)/> 4. The score ofyi in H exceeds 
the score of xi in H, i = 1, 2, 3. Since s(xi) >1 s(yi), for each vertex x~, there must be 
a vertex w ~ V(T)\  V~ such that xi ~ w and w --, y;. By the same argument as shown in 
the proof of Lemma 6(ii), there does not exist any vertex v e V1 such that x3 ~ v and 
1) ~ Ya. By symmetry, there does not exist any vertex v e Va such that x2 ~ v and 
v ~ Y2, and there does not exist any vertex v e/:2 such that xl ~ v and v ~ yl.  
Consider the vertex Xa. Let w be a vertex in Vj for some j = 2, 4, 5 .. . . .  n such that 
x3 ~ w and w ~ Y3. Note that 
(a) w --, x~; otherwise, xlwya is a path of length 2 from xl to Ya, 
(b) yl ~ w; otherwise, X2xawy I is a path of length 3 from x2 to Yi, 
and for j >~ 4, 
(c) w--* x2; otherwise, xlx2wy 3 is a path of length 3 from x~ to Ya, and 
(d) Y2 ~ w; otherwise, xawy2 is a path of length 2 from x3 to Y2. 
Hence we observe that 
(i) a vertex in Vj,j = 2, 4, 5 .. . . .  n, that contributes 1to the score of x3 in T but does 
not contribute to the score of Y3 also contributes 1 to the score of Y2 (if j yt 2) and 
Yl and does not contribute to the scores of x2 and x~. 
By symmetry, we have 
(ii) a vertex in Vj,j = 1, 4, 5 .. . . .  n, that contributes lto the score of x2 in Tbut  does 
not contribute to the score of Y2 also contributes 1 to the scores of Yl (ifj :~ 1) and 
Y3 and does not contribute to the scores of xl and xa; 
(iii) a vertex in Vj,j = 3, 4, 5 .. . . .  n, that contributes 1to the score of Xl in Tbut  does 
not contribute to the score of Yl also contributes 1 to the scores of Y3 (ifj # 3) and 
Y2 and does not contribute to the scores of x3 and x2. 
These observations contradict he fact that x~ e M~, i = 1,2, 3. The proof is thus 
complete. [] 
Corollary. Let T be an n-partite tournament, where n >>. 4. I f  for each i = 1, 2 .. . . .  n, 
there exists xi e Mi such that each of xp, xq,xr lies in a 3-cycle for some {p,q,r} c 
{1,2 . . . . .  n} and {Xp, Xq,Xr}~ Xj for each je{1,2 , . . . ,n}\{p,q , r} ,  then 
{xq, xq, x,} ~ Ka(T) ~ 0 and so ka(T) >t 1. 
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Proof. If ({xp, xq, xr }) is a 3-cycle, then the result follows from Theorem 3. Otherwise, 
we may assume xp~ {xq,x,}, and the result now follows from Corol lary 1 to 
Lemma 5. [] 
If in an n-partite tournament 7", Mp = {xp}, Mq = {xq} and M, = {xr} for some 
{p,q,r} c {1,2 ....  ,n} and xp, xq and xr dominate simultaneously some xj for each 
j=  1,2, . . . ,n,  j ¢p ,q , r ,  then {xr, Xq ,Xr}~K3(T)~O either by Theorem 3 or 
Corol lary 2 to Lemma 5. 
4. The minimum number of 4-kings 
Let T be an n-partite tournament with no transmitter. In this section, we shall 
obtain a sharp lower bound for k4(T). We first deal with the case when n = 2. 
Lemma 7. Let T be a bipartite tournament with no transmitter. Then k4(T) >i 3. 
Proof. Let ueM1 and ve  M 2. By Lemma 1,u, veK4(T) .  We may assume u--,  v. 
Now as T has no transmitter, there exists a vertex w e V2 such that w--* u. By 
Corol lary 4 to Lemma 5, w ~ K4(T). [] 
Theorem 4. For any bipartite tournament T with no transmitter, k4(T) >~ 4. 
Proof. Let u e M l ,v~ M2 such that u ~ v. Note that s-(u)/> 1 by the hypothesis. By 
the proof of Lemma 7, I(u) ~_ K4(T). So if s -  (u) >1 2, then k4(T) 1> 4. Thus assume 
that s-(u)= 1. Note  that u~ VE\{W}, and since w~u,  d(w,x)= 2 for each 
x ~ V2\{w}. If IMx[ >t 2, then by Lemma 1, Thas  at least one more 4-king different 
from the vertices u,v and w. Hence we assume M1 = {u}. Now since u is the only 
vertex in Vl having maximum score, by Lemma 3, d(u, x) -- 2 for each x e I"1 \ {u}. 
Thus d(w,x) <<, d(w,u) + d(u,x) <~ 3 for each x ~ Vl\{w}. Hence w e Ka(T). Now as 
T has no transmitter, there is a vertex y ~ V~ such that y ~ w. Note that y ~ K4(T) 
since w e K a(T). Thus in this case, {u,v, w,y} _ K4(T). [] 
A characterization of bipartite tournaments T with no transmitter such that 
k4(T) = 4 is given below. 
Theorem 5. Let Tbe a bipartite tournament with no transmitter. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) k4(T) = 4; 
(ii) Ka(T )= {u,v,w,x}, where 
(a) M1 = {u,x}, ME ---- {v,w}, 
(b) s -  (u) = s -  (v) = s -  (w) = s-  (x) = 1, and 
(c) ( {u, v, w, x} ) is a 4-cycle. 
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Proof. (ii) ~ (i): Clearly, {u, v, w, x} ~ K4(T), and there is no path from any vertex in 
V(T)\{u,v,w,x} to the vertices u,v,w,x. Thus K4(T)= {u,v,w,x}. 
(i) ~ (ii): Suppose k4(T)= 4. Let uz-M1, v•M2 such that u-* v. Note that 
s-(u) >i 1 by the hypothesis. By the proof of Lemma 7, I(u) ~_ K4(T). Thus s-(u) <~ 2; 
otherwise, k4(T) >t 5. Let w • l(u), and as s-(w)/> 1, let x • I(w). 
Claim 1. s- (u)= 1. 
Suppose s - (u)= 2. Say l (u)= {w,y}. As above, y • K4(T). Observe that 
(a) d(w,z) = 2 for each z•  V2\{w,y}, and 
(b) d(w,z) ~< 3 for each z • VI since u • M,  and w -* u. 
Now since x -* w, we have 
(c) d(x,z) <~ d(x, w) + d(w, z) ~< 3 for each z • V2\{y} by observation (a), and 
(d) d(x, z) ~ d(x, w) + d(w, z) ~< 4 for each z • V1 by observation (b). 
If x -* y, then by observations (c) and (d), x • K4(T). Thus {u, v, w, x, y} c_ K4(T), 
a contradiction. Assume now y-*  x. As T has no transmitter, there must be a vertex 
t • I/1 such that t -* y. Note that observations (a)-(d) above still hold with w replaced 
by y,x replaced by t, and y replaced by w. Now if t -* w, then teK4(T) ,  and so 
{u, v, w, y, t} ~_ K,~(T), a contradiction. Thus w -* t. But then xwty is a path of length 
3 from x to y, and so again by observations (c) and (d), x • K4(T), which is again 
a contradiction. Hence s-  (u) = 1. 
Claim 2. w • K3(T). 
Observe that u -* I/"2 \ {w}, and so d(w, z) = 2 for each z • II2 \ {w} since w -* u. Note 
also that as u • MI  and w -* u, d(w,z) <~ 3 for each z • Vl. Thus w • K3(T). 
Now as x -* w, x • K4(T) and hence K4(T) = {u, v, w,x}. 
Next, we show that u, v, w, x form a 4-cycle and s-  (u) = s-  (v) = s-  (w) = s -  (x) = 1. 
Note that since w • Ka(T), s-(w) = 1; otherwise, k4(T) >t- 5. Observe that s-(w) = I 
forces that s-  (v) - 1 since v • M2. Hence v -* x and u, v, w and x form a 4-cycle. We 
now show that s-  (x) = 1. Note that w -* V1 \ {x} and d(w, z) = 2 for each z • II2 \ {w}. 
Thus if there is a vertex t•  112 such that t -*x,  then d(t,z)<~ d(t ,x)+ 
d(x, w) + d(w,z) ~< 3 for each z•  Vl \ {x} and d(t,z) <~ d(t,x) + d(x, w) + d(w,z) <~ 4 
for each z • II2. Hence t • K4(T), a contradiction. Thus s-(x) = 1 and so x • M~. In 
particular, M1 = {u,x} and M2 = {v,w}. 
It follows from the above that u,v, w,x • K3(T), and there is no path from any 
vertex in V(T)\{u,v,w,x} to the vertices u,v, wx. Thus Kz(T)  = {u,v,w,x}. [] 
Corollary. For any bipartite tournament T with no transmitter, either k4(T) ~ 5 or 
ka(T) = 4. 
We now deal with the case when n/> 3. 
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Theorem 6. If  T is an n-partite tournament with no transmitter, where n >1 3, then 
k4(T ) >~ 3. 
Proof. Let xi • Mi and H = ({x l ,  x2 . . . .  , x,} ). If the tournament H has no transmit- 
ter, then k2(H)>~3 (see, [5,6,10]). Thus by Lemma 2, k4(T)>>. 3. Assume that 
H contains a transmitter, say x~. Then by Lemma 2, xl • K4(T), and x~ ~ xi for each 
i = 2, 3,. . . ,  n. Since T has no transmitter, there is a vertex w e V~, j ~ 1, such that 
w --, x~. We may assume w • V,. By Corollary 4 to Lemma 5, I(xl) ~_ K4(T). Thus if 
s-(xl)>~ 2, then k4(T)>~ 3. So assume that s - (x l )=  1, say l (x l )=  {w}, where 
w•V, .  Then xl ~ V2k.-) V3k.3""L.) Vn\{W}.  If IMI] ~>2, let v•M1,  v~x~,  and 
K = ({v, x2, x3 .... , x,} ). Then K has at least one 2-king which, of course, is different 
from xl and w. By Lemma 2, k4(T) >/3. Thus assume IMp[ = 1. Since xl is the unique 
vertex in V~ having maximum score, by Lemma 3, d(x l ,z )= 2 for each z e I/"1. We 
consider the following cases: 
(a) There exists a vertex y e Vk for some k = 2, 3 .... .  n - 1 such that y --, w. In this 
case, xl e KE(T). Thus w ~ K3(T) and y e K4(T), and so k4(T) ~> 3. 
(b) There does not exist any vertex y in Vk for each k = 2 ,3 , . . . ,n -  1 such 
that y~ w. Then there is a vertex y e//1 such that y~ w. In this case, 
w ~ V2 w V3 w ... w V,- I .  Now since w~ xl and xl • M1, by Lemma 5, d(w,z) <~ 3 
for each zeV l .  Note that d(w,z )=2 for each z•V, \{w} since w~xl  and 
xl ~ V.\{w}, Thus w e K3(T) and so y • K4(T). Hence {Xl, w,y} ~_ K4(T), proving 
Theorem 6. [] 
The following two results provide two conditions on an n-partite tournament T, 
n >~ 3, under which k4(T) >1 4. 
Theorem 7. Let T be an n-partite tournament with no transmitter, where n >1 3. I f  
(MI  u M2 w ... u M, )  contains a tournament of order n with a transmitter as 
a subdigraph, then k4(T) >~ 4. 
Proof. Let H = ({x l ,x2  .. . . .  x ,})  be a tournament of order n with a transmitter 
which is contained in (MI  w Mz w ... ~ M, )  where x~e M~, i = 1,2 .. . . .  n. We may 
assume xa is a transmitter of H. Then x~ ~ xi for each i = 2, 3 .... .  n. By Corollary 4 to 
Lemma 5, l(x~)~_ K4(T). Thus if s-(x~)>~ 3, then k4(T)>/4.  Assume now 
s- (x l )  ~< 2. Suppose that s- (x~)= 2. Then there are exactly two vertices u and 
v which dominate xx. We consider the following two cases: 
Case 1: u and v are in the same partite set. We may assume u and v are in I/",. Then 
X 1 ~ V 2 k..) V 3 k..) ""  k..) Vn \{U,V  }. Now as Thas  no transmitter, there exists x • Vj for 
some j = 1, 2 .. . . .  n - 1 such that x --* u. Note that 
(a) by Lemma 5, d(u,z) ~< 3 for each z•  VI since u~ xl and xl e MI ,  and 
(b) d(u,z)<~ 2 for each z•  V2w V3w . . .w V,\{u,v} since u~ xl and 
x l  --, V2 ~ v3 u .. .  u v , \{u ,v} .  
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Now as x--* u, we have 
(c) d(x, z) <~ d(x, u) + d(u, z) ~< 4 for each z e//1 by observat ion (a), and 
(d) d(x,z) ~< 3 for each z~ V2 w V 3 w ... to V,\{v} by observation (b). 
Thus if x~ v, then x e K4(T), and so {x l ,u ,v ,x}  ~_ K4(T). Assume now v ~ x. 
Then as T has no transmitter, there is a vertex y e V~ w V e w ..- to I/",_ ~ such that 
y --, v. Note that observations (a)-(d) still hold if we replace u by v, x by y and v by u. 
Thus if y --* u, then y ~ Ka(T),  and so we have {x~,u,v,y} ~ K4(T).  If u ~ y, then 
xuyv is a path of length 3 from x to v. Thus x eK4(T) ,  and we have 
{Xl ,U ,V ,X}  c K4(T). 
Case 2: u and v are in two different partite sets. We may assume u ~ V., v ~ Vn- ~ and 
u --+ v. As T has no transmitter, there is a vertex x ~ Va vo Vz to ... va V,_ ~ such that 
x ~ u. Observe that 
(A) d(u,z) ~< 2 for each z~ V2 va V3 w ... to V,\{u,v}, and 
(B) d(u,z) ~< 3 for each z ~ V1 by Lemma 5, since u -+ x, and xl E M1. 
Note that as x ~ u, we have 
(C) d(x,z)~< 3 for each zc  V2 to V3 w ... w V.\{v} by observation (A), 
(D) d(x, z) <~ d(x, u) + d(u, z) ~< 4 for each z ~ 1/1 by observation (B), and 
(E) d(x, v) ~< 2 since u --, v. 
Thus we see that x~K4(T) ,  and so {x l ,u ,v ,x}  ~_ K4(T). 
Finally, suppose that s- (x~) = 1. Let l(x~) = {u}. We may assume u ~ V,. As Thas  
no transmitter, there exists v ~ V~ for somej  = 1, 2 . . . . .  n - 1 such that v --+ u. Note that 
(I) d(u, z)~< 2 for each z ~ V 2 t,) V3 k.) "'" k..) Vn \  {U} since u ~ xl and 
Xl ~ V2 to I/'3 to ... vo V,\{u}, and 
(II) d(u, z) ~< 3 for each z e I/1 by Lemma 5, since u --+ xa and xl ~ M1. 
Now as v ~ u, we have 
(III) d(v,z) ~< 3 for each zs / /2  to V3 to ... to V,\{v} by observat ion (I), and 
(IV) d(v, z) <~ d(v, u) + d(u, z) ~< 4 for each z e V1 by observation (II). 
Hence v e K4(T). Observe that observations (III) and (IV) hold for any vertex that 
dominates u. Thus if s-(u) ~> 2, then kg(T) >I 4. If s-(u) = 1, then I(u) = {v} and so 
u --+ VI to V2 to "" to V,_ 1 \ {v}. As T has no transmitter, I(v) ~ O. Let x e I(v). Note that 
(a) d(x, z) ~< 3 for each z e V1 u Vz to ... w V,_ 1 since x --+ v --, u and 
U -'+ V 1 to V 2 k..) . . .  k.) Vn_ 1 \ {v}, and 
(b) d(x,z)~<4 for each z~V.  since x - -+v~u- -+Xl  and x l~V2to  V3 
to . . .  v . \{u} .  
Thus x e K4(T)  and so l(v) c K4(T). We now show that x, e I(v). Note that 
u 4 :x , ,  as xl  ~ x, (by choice of xl  and x,) but u--+ xl (by choice of u). Now 
s(x,)>~s(u) (as x, eM. ) ,  so s - (x , )= 1 (as s - (u )= 1). Thus, x,--* Vx to Vzto ... to 
V, - l \{x l} .  In particular, x ,~v.  Hence x, e I (v )  (c_ K4(T))  and so 
{xl, u, v, x. } _c_ K4(T).  The proof  is now complete. [] 
Theorem 8. Let T be an n-partite tournament with no transmitter, where n >>. 3. I f  
I Mil t> 2 for each i = 1,2 . . . . .  n, except possibly for at most two integers 
j , k  ~ {1,2 . . . . .  n}, then k4(T) >>- 4. 
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Proof. Let x~ e M~, i=  1, 2 ... .  , n, and H = ({xl  ,xz . . . . .  x,} ). If H has a transmitter, 
then by Theorem 7, ks(T)  >~ 4. I fH  has no transmitter, then k2(H) >~ 3. If k2(H) >~ 4, 
then k4(T)~>4 by Lemma 2. Assume K2(H)= 3 and K2(H)= {xl ,x2,x3}.  By 
hypothesis, at least one of the sets M~, M2 and M 3 contains more than one element. 
We may assume [Mll ~>2. Let Yt EMI \{x~} and K= ({y l ,x2 , , )¢3  . . . . .  Xn} ). If 
K has a transmitter, then ks(T) >t 4 by Theorem 7. I fK  has no transmitter, the K has 
at least three 2-kings, and at least one of them is different from x~, x2 and x3. Thus by 
Lemma 2, Thas  at least one more 4-king different from x l ,x2 ,x3 .  [] 
Corollary. Let T be a 3-partite tournament with no transmitter. I f  IM~I >~ 2 for some 
i = 1,2,3, then ks(T)  >~ 4. 
Two properties of a tournament T when k 2 (T) = 3 are given below. The proofs are 
omitted as they can be derived from Theorem 4 of [9]. 
Lemma 8. Let T be a tournament of order n with no transmitter, where n >~ 3. I f  
k2iT) = 3, then (K2(T) )  is a 3-cycle. 
Lemma 9. Let T be a tournament of order n >~ 4. I f  kE(T)= 3, then any vertex 
v ~ V(T) \K2(T)  is dominated by at least two vertices in K2(T). 
The above two lemmas will be used to prove the following result, which is crucial in 
proving our final theorem. 
Lemma 10. Let T be an n-partite tournament with no transmitter, where n >~ 3. Let H be 
a tournament of order n contained in (M l w M E ~ "" U Mn) .  Suppose kE(H) = 3. I f  
u is a vertex in V(T) which dominates at least two vertices in KE(H), then u ~ K4(T  ). 
Proof. Let H= ({Xl,X2,...,xn}) where x ieMi ,  i=  1,2 . . . . .  n. We may assume 
K2(H) = {x l ,x2,x3}.  By Lemma 8, we may also assume that xax2x3x 1 is a 3-cycle. 
Let u ~ {xl, x2 }. For each i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, if u --* x~, then d(u, z) <~ 3 for each z ~ V,. by 
Lemma 5. Assume now u -hxl. If i = 3, then d(u, x3) = 2, and by Corol lary 3 to 
Lemma 5, d(u,z)<~4 for each ze  V3. Assume 4<<.i<~n. Since xi41K2(H), by 
Lemma 9, at least one of the vertices x~,xz dominates x~. Now as d(u,x,) = 2, by 
Corol lary 3 to Lemma 5, d(u,z) ~< 4 for each z in V/. Thus u e Ks(T).  5 
We are eventually in a position to characterize all n-partite tournaments T with no 
transmitter, where n ~> 3, such that ks(T) = 3. 
Theorem 9. Let T be an n-partite tournament with no transmitter, where n >~ 3. Then the 
.following are equivalent: 
(i) k4(T )= 3; 
(ii) K2(T)= {x,y,z}, where 
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(a) Mp= {x}, Mq = {y} and M, = {z} for some p,q, re  {1,2 . . . . .  n}, 
(b) ( { x, y, z} > is a 3-cycle, and 
(c) s -  (x) = s-  (y) = s -  (z) = 1. 
Proof. (ii) ~ (i): Clearly, {x,y,z} c_ K,~(T), and there is no path from any vertex in 
V(T)\{x,y,z} to the vertices x,y and z. Thus K4(T)  = {x,y,z}. 
(i) ~ (ii): Let x ieMi ,  i = 1,2 . . . . .  n, and H = ({x l ,x2  . . . . .  x, }). Since k4(T) = 3, 
by Theorem 7, H has no transmitter. Thus k2(H) >I 3. I fk2(H) ~> 4, then by Lemma 2, 
k4(T)/> 4, a contradiction. Hence k2(H) = 3. We may assume K2(H) = {xl,x2,x3}. 
By Lemma 8, we may assume that xlx2x3xl is a 3-cycle in T. If IMl} i> 2, let 
y leM~\{x l}  and K=({yt ,x2 ,x3  . . . . .  x ,}) .  If K has a transmitter, then by 
Theorem 7, k4(T) >/4, a contradiction. Thus K has no transmitter. But then K would 
have at least three 2-kings, and at least one of them is different from xl,x2 and x3. 
This implies that k4(T)i> 4, again a contradiction. Hence IMI] = 1. By the same 
argument, I Mzl = I M31 = 1. 
Next we shall show that s - (x l )=  1. Suppose s-(xt)~> 2. Let we  Vii for some 
i=  2,3 .... ,n, w 4:x3, such that w--*xl. Note that as k4(T)= 3, wCK4(T).  Thus 
there is a vertex v e Vj for some j = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, such that d(w,v)/> 5. Observe that 
U ~ (X l ,X2 ,X3}\{X j}  i f j  = 1,2,3; and v~ {xt, x2} i f j  = 4,5 . . . . .  n, for otherwise, 
d(w, v) ~< 4, a contradiction to the choice of v. But then by Lemma 10, v e K4(T), 
a contradiction to k4(T) = 3. We thus conclude that s - (xa)  = 1. Likewise, we have 
s- (x2)  = s- (x3)  = 1. 
It follows from the above that xx,x2,x3 e K2(T), and there is no path from any 
vertex in V(T) \{x I ,x2 ,x3}  tO the vertices xl,x2,x3. Hence K2(T)= {Xl,X2,X3}. 
The proof  is now complete. [] 
Corollary. Let T be an n-partite tournament with no transmitter, where n >>. 3. Then 
either k4(T) >~ 4 or kz(T) = 3. 
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